
The “season of love” is here! It’s time to 
whip up some cute and easy home décor 
pieces! I love how the raised hearts on 
this piece give so much dimension. And 
the stitching warms it up and gives it a 
homey touch.

Valentine's
Canvas Decor

Erin Bassett

MATERIALS: 
ScanNCut Machine and Accessories; 12" x 12" Canvas; 5 Sheets of Colored Cardstock (Red, Dark Pink, 

Medium Pink, Light Pink – and 1 Scrap Piece to be Used as a Template); Erasable Pen or Pencil;

Red Embroidery Floss; Needle; Foam Adhesive

Place your scrap piece of 12" x 12" paper onto your craft mat and load it into the 

machine. Click on “Patterns,” then the “Basic Shapes,” and then select the “Heart” 

shape. Resize the heart to approximately 10" tall by 10.5" wide. Then, cut out the heart.

step 1. 

projects

Colors and specifications may vary by model. Opinion expressed by paid consultant.

Tip: To “unlock” the height and width sizes, click on the button with the arrows 
indicating height and width before resizing.



VALENTINE'S CANVAS DECOR (CONTINUED)

step 2. 

step 3. 

Click on “Home” to go to the “Start” screen. Once again, go to “Patterns,” then the 

“Basic Shapes,” and then select the “Heart” shape. Resize the heart to be set at 1" 

(for both height and width) and increase the number to be cut to a quantity of 20. 

Place a colored piece of cardstock onto the craft mat and then cut the hearts out.   

After the cutting is finished, remove the paper and hearts. Apply another color of 

cardstock and cut them out. Repeat this process until all the colors have been cut 

into hearts.

Place the “Heart template” onto the canvas and use an erasable pen or pencil to 

mark the edges. Remove the template and arrange the 1" hearts to fill out the large 

heart shape.



VALENTINE'S CANVAS DECOR (CONTINUED)

step 5. Thread a needle with embroidery floss and then sew a heart shape around the 

outside edge of the “heart of hearts.”

And voilà! You’re done!

Colors and specifications may vary by model. Opinion expressed by paid consultant.

step 4. Use foam adhesive to adhere the hearts to the canvas.

Tip: Use the erasable pen to 
draw a line to stitch over.


